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Areos (2021)
# performance # installation # air # pollution # global warming # airborne virus

We are cocooned in air, inconspicuously floating through a seemingly endless and lush
abundance, not even noticing it. Unless our Ur-element becomes perilous due to an airborne
virus. Can this newly gained sensitivity assist us in becoming conscious of the fragility of the
relations that form life?
Judging by our actions the surrounding air merely seems to feature as an absence of objects, a
space to conquer and use. Does the image of a liquid interconnectedness help us move more
carefully? - Breathing in we can experience being part of the universal body of air. There is no
dividing line, no inside and outside, no other and self, there is no place where Humans are safe
from the effects of the Anthropocene.

Performance with scientific fog, cellophane, silver textile and weather balloons. The
accompanying installation uses data documenting the rising average temperature in Germany due
to air pollution.
Time series and trends in °C from 1881 to 2020 (Source: Deutscher Wetterdienst):
1881 7,3 1882 8,3 1883 7,9 1884 8,61885 7,7 1886 8,0 1887 7,0 1888 6,9 1889 7,4
1890 7,3 1891 7,4 1892 7,5 1893 7,9 1894 8,1 1895 7,3 1896 7,6 1897 7,9 1898 8,5
1899 8,1 1900 8,4 1901 7,6 1902 7,2 1903 8,4 1904 8,4 1905 8,0 1906 8,3 1907 7,8
1908 7,5 1909 7,4 1910 8,4 1911 9,0 1912 7,9 1913 8,5 1914 8,5 1915 7,9 1916 8,4
1917 7,5 1918 8,5 1919 7,3 1920 8,6 1921 9,0 1922 7,2 1923 8,0 1924 7,5 1925 8,3
1926 8,7 1927 8,0 1928 8,3 1929 7,4 1930 8,8 1931 7,6 1932 8,3 1933 7,6 1934 9,5
1935 8,4 1936 8,4 1937 8,6 1938 8,6 1939 8,3 1940 6,6 1941 7,2 1942 7,3 1943 8,9 1944 8,3
1945 9,0 1946 8,4 1947 8,5 1948 9,0 1949 9,1 1950 8,6 1951 8,7 1952 7,9 1953 8,9 1954 7,7
1955 7,5 1956 6,8 1957 8,6 1958 8,2 1959 9,0 1960 8,4 1961 8,9 1962 7,1 1963 7,1 1964 8,1
1965 7,5 1966 8,5 1967 8,9 1968 8,1 1969 7,8 1970 7,7 1971 8,4 1972 7,8 1973 8,2 1974 8,8
1975 8,9 1976 8,5 1977 8,7 1978 7,8 1979 7,7 1980 7,6 1981 8,2 1982 8,9 1983 9,0 1984 8,0
1985 7,4 1986 7,9 1987 7,4 1988 9,1 1989 9,5 1990 9,5 1991 8,3 1992 9,4 1993 8,5 1994 9,7
1995 8,9 1996 7,2 1997 8,9 1998 9,1 1999 9,5 2000 9,9 2001 9,0 2002 9,6 2003 9,4 2004 8,9
2005 9,0 2006 9,5 2007 9,9 2008 9,5 2009 9,2 2010 7,8 2011 9,6 2012 9,1 2013 8,7 2014 10,3
2015 9,9 2016 9,5 2017 9,6 2018 10,5 2019 10,3 2020 10,4

Mutabor Manikin (2020)
# performance # ritual # productivity # creation
# capitalism # manikin

Is an artist just another worker in the production line? What's the difference between creating and producing? What are we creating for? How can we create in a sustainable way,
using all resources - beings, materials, places, energy, time - respectfully? How to develop a practice that truly reflects our values. How to grow a structure that is sustainable,
nourishing and humble.
Ritual performance with manikin proxy made out of old flour bags, printed with Marx quotes; smartphone proxy with crystal eye; shredded money; red string; muslin bandage;
modeling clay; homemade slime, two sycamore leaves.

Riverings (2020)
# performance # performancescape # ritual # time

Is time indeed a river? What if we could change the current? What if we could learn
from our future?
The performer is conducting a ritual, by which she is aiming to change her conception
and thus her experience of time, acting as a proxy for the audience. What, is she asking
herself, if the past is not really behind us? What could our future self tell our present
self? What, if we could influence "the river of time"?
One of the Titanesses of Greek mythology is Rheia. Married to her brother Kronos,
Time, she determines the flow of time with him. Her name "Rheia" refers to "rheo",
which means "to flow". For physicists, the passing of time is an illusion: time does not
pass, it exists; past, present and future coexist. - The experience of time is probably
based on the experience of states and their asymmetry. According to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, the entropy of a closed system increases with time. Our "arrow of
time" thus denotes an asymmetry of the world in relation to time, not an asymmetry,
i.e. movement of time itself. - Time stands still, we move.

The performance space is being mapped according to a system of meaning,
symbolically assigning different temporal qualities to different areas. The performer's
movements are embedded, structured and informed by these spatial visualizations.
Objects are activated during the performance, such as various 3D printed busts of the
performer. The entirety of space, mapping, objects and action form a sort of landscape,
the performancescape, which also serves as a (symbolic) container for the accumulated
time before and after the performance.

Kabinettstück für L. Shestov (2019)
# dance # performance # environment # chrysalis # mise-en-scène
“A caterpillar is transformed into a chrysalis, and for a long time lives in a warm, quiet little world. Perhaps if it had human consciousness it would declare that that world was
the best, perhaps the only one possible to live in. But there comes a time when some unknown influence causes the little creature to begin the work of destruction. If other
caterpillars could see it how horrified they would be, revolted to the bottom of their soul by the awful work in which the insurgent is engaged. To destroy what has cost such
labour to construct! Why, what is wrong with this complete, cosy, comfortable little world? Nobody cares that the caterpillar has grown wings, that when it has nibbled its old
nest away it will fly out into space —nobody gives a thought to this. Wings — that is mysticism; self-nibbling — this is actuality.”
Lev Shestov “All Things are Possible - Apotheosis of Groundlessness"

The Engine (2020)
# video performance # video projection # loop # manipulation # mask # jumping jack # identity
I am the jumping jack, a fool, and I am the one sitting underneath the jumping jack, I am the one pulling the string.
Do I let myself be manipulated? How do I manipulate myself?
I am pulling on myself, plunging myself in action.
On and on I go.
Me and myself – it’s a perpetual motion machine. Puppet and puppeteer. It’s an engine. Sometimes that's good and sometimes that’s bad.
At the beginning and at the end of the loop, performer and performed come to rest, are still, for a moment.
Pause.

Kleiner Fuchs (2007)
# physical theatre # mise-en-scène # identity # journey of the hero # transformation # ritual

“A little fox that has almost succeeded in crossing the river hasn't yet departed from the middle.
If she dampens her tail there won’t be any gain.
There is nothing favourable as there’s no continuation to the end.
Although they are not in their roght positions, rigidity and tenderness correlate with each other.”
I Ching number 64

Ofrenda I (2012)
# performance # procession # sacrifice # consumerism # bread # capitalism

We plough, and we scatter the seed on the
land,
but growth and prosperity are in heaven's
hands,
Which, with a gentle blow, doth gently and
secretly open.
And when we go home, it will grow and
flourish.
All good things come from the Lord God,
Therefore give thanks unto him, therefore give
thanks unto him.
and hope in him.
Matthias Claudius, 1783
Where everything we buy and consume ends
up, in the sewers and the garbage, the essence
of our civilisation of users is divulging itself.
The final destinations of the goods we
consume are constituting the underbelly of
capitalism, the temples of consumption. At
such a sacred place an offering was made, a
sacrificial thanksgiving to consumption, the
great creator and sustainer of the world as
we've made it.
The sacrificial loaf was baked from 10 kg of
flour. In a one-hour performance, the loaf was
carried to the incinerator and given to it in a
ceremony.

Ofrenda III (2014)
# durational performance # pilgrimage # money # sacred # capitalism
This belief unites humanity and is older than all religions.
Everyone wants it.
It holds the world together.
And separates it.
MONEY.
What do we do with it? And what do we do for it?
What is money and what does it do to us?
The money pilgrim was on the road for eight weeks, with a cart and tent, visiting the holy sites of money,
traveling from Zürich to Frankfurt. The personae of the money pilgrim is configured by stating her Überbelief in money, inviting her opposites to review their concept of money and capitalism. The pilgrimage
functions on the premise of chance encounters, attempting to define and challenge the set of beliefs that
constitute capitalist society.
Swiss filmmaker Heinz Gubler accompanied the money pilgrim with camera. His film “Church of Money”
is presented in the media library of the Bundeszentrale für Politische Bildung:
https://www.bpb.de/mediathek/319146/church-of-money-auf-den-spuren-des-geldes

Ofrenda II (2012)
# staged performance # mise-en-scène # ebay auction # sacrifice # blood # capitalism # money # time
It is time, daily life time, that keeps the machinery of work running. I sacrifice an hour of my life and am credited with a sum of money in return. How much is an hour of life
worth?
In a video streamed live performance, blood is drawn from the performer. This blood is used to fill a digital clock that runs on liquid power. Via webcam, a live view of the
clock is being transmitted 24/7, whilst ownership of a limited amount of individual hours is auctioned off on ebay. The buyers
receive an ownership certificate for the hour they have bought. That way, the transformation of life into time, and time into
money, becomes visible.

Cherry Dreams (2018)
# performance # mise-en-scène # multi-media installation # sexuality # victim
# empowerment # mask # play
Pommel horse: a classic gymnastic apparatus for men. The act of riding on one can be
interpreted as an ironic female appropriation. The rider's ballet leotard moves her activity into
the gymnastic realm. Yet the way of her riding the pommel horse has a sexual connotation. The
rider herself though seems emotionally and physically unaffected, which runs counter to the
recipients’ impression of a sexual component.
Cherries: "to pop a girl's cherry"
Green branches: old fertility symbol
Fox: is considered a cunning thief in fairy tales. In Japanese mythology, foxes often take the
form of a beautiful woman and marry a man. If the man finds out that his wife is a fox, she
leaves him and the children.
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